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BLOOD imported by the MIS 
•rom America could be threaten-

ing the lives of thousands of 
British people. 

A sexually transmitted killer dis-
ease, which has struck more than 
1,300 Americans, is present in 
contaminated blood used in transfu-
sions and operations. 

F,xperts revealed exclusively to The Mail on 
Sunday that ta•o men in hospital in London 
and Cardiff are suspected to be suffering 
from the disease after routine transfusions 
for haemophilia. 

Warning 
The disease is called AIDS, which stands for 

Acquired Immune Dei5clency Syndrome" Fire. 
discovered among homosexuals, it was dubbed The 
Gay Plague' in America. They have passed it on as 
blood donors. -

Its  discovery here p-ompted the British Blood 
Products Labor2torie_•. suppliers of all hospitals and 
clinics In England and Wales, to consider sending 
out a warning- stating that their products could 
not be guaranteed free from AIDS. 

Blood imported from America. said!
Norman  Pettet of the isbo:atories. is 
used in transfusions for Britairi s 4,500 
haemophiliacs as well as for millions of 
patients requiring rajor Surgery after 
road accidents and severe burns. 

'Extracts from Arr:ertcan blood are 
used to immunise children against 
things like chicken pox and hepatitis. 
And fractions are used in the treatment 
of leukaemia' 

Emergency 
Screening in America is less stringent 

than here, Anyone can clonzte blood for 
between £5 and .t.± a pint. But some 
exporters are now taking precautions by 
banning drug-users and homosexuals. 

Directors of Britain's blood transfu-
sion centres and the 110 haemophiliac 
clinics have called emergency meetings 
to discuss immediate action. 

They are questioning ,"why Britain 
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imports Sr ni the U.S. up to 
'10 per cent of plasma and 
blood extracts. 

Dr Tony Pinching, 
tmxounoloe'tst St St Mat_r's 
Hospital. London. said. 'It 
seems madness that our 
blood supplies are commnr 
from a country suffering 
irvm an epidemic of ail 
incurable 1Clier disease that 
nobody can even test fnr.' 

The Swiss Red Gds chief 
produ, er in 5s itacrland of 
the anti-  clotting factor 
netted 'by haem0pb111acs 
said this weekend they 
would welcome requests 
from Britain far clean' 
plasma. 

But health authorities 
hem consider such measures 
only a slop-gap. By 1886 
they hock Britain :412 be 
self-sufiicietit in blood and 
All Its SIne products. 
Many doctors feel 1986 

be too late now that the 
killer disease which knocks 

Spread of the 
'Gay Plague' . 
AIDS started as the Gey 
Plague, afflicting 'young 
men en the s r-crewded 
homosexual ghettos of down-
town New York and San 
Francisco. 

But by summer 1481 doc-
$or% were beginning to find 
other victims of the deadly 
disease they could not 
ondtrttaud -- ar treat. 

Now American authorities 
fist 1,361 — frem all walks of 
life and including men, 
women and 20 children. Sa 
far £20 people have died. 

Symptoms are fever, 
weight loss, swollen lymph 
glands and a fatal skin 
cancer. 
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out the body's own defence 
mechanisms has cruised the 
Atiantic 

There air growing feats 
mat our own blood banks 
have been infected already 
by British donors who have 
Alcled up the deadly AIDS 
virus. 

Statistics. criticised for 
understating the problem, 
list an1v 14 c ees — with 
five deaths, including two 
women, 

Hut Professor Jahn Hobbs 
at the Westaainster Hospital, 
London. says he bas seen iw 
in his wands and has .14 
patients with the disease at 
present. 
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